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Nature has sanctified woman, henceforth
Her life is sacred, as she is a true human force
A woman is a committed daughter, sister, wife and mother
During the course of her lifetime, she is sincere to each significant other
She is the one who is fortunate and blessed to carry a baby
Thus, she is exceptional and unique, can you imagine, really!
She is the one who can sense the charm of being a mother
That even cannot be thought of by any other
When she conceives a baby, she happens to be sensitized
As a result, she becomes pleased and energized
She carries the baby for a period of whole nine months
And religiously hangs around for the results
Finally, when it is time for the baby’s arrival
Both mother and baby rest and rely on each other’s survival
The mother turns out to be ready to endure the pain
Because, she is well aware there is an absolute gain
After all when the baby, no matter a girl or a boy is in her hand
Within no time, her role adds on and her boundaries expand
It is seen that the baby also feels safe in the mother’s lap
Hence, both make sure that there is not any gap
Together they both cheer, and forget the world and swirl
Mother praises and values herself for having a precious pearl
She eternally thanks God, for the priceless gift
That, to be a complete woman, she has always wished
So, it is evident that the mother and baby’s relationship is an endless bond
That keeps on going beyond, beyond and beyond